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Message From Your Editors

D

ear readers,

rooster’s call, and Natalie DeLeo, a guest

In this issue of The Recorder you will

contributor, recalls her experiences during the

find a variety of prose and poems; some will
tickle your imagination, others will bring a smile

recent COVID pandemic.
Our regular inclusion of a book review and

to your face, and all will cause you to say thank

information on new holdings at the Strickler

you to the contributors. As always, we, too, are

Library come to you in this issue under the names

most grateful for you who are willing to share

of Mary Guthrow and Martha Wilson. If you

your writing with others.

have not already read American Dirt, Mary’s

Letters from Jim Farmer’s father, 1st

comments encourage you to put the book at the

Lieutenant Isaac Farmer, describe some of his

top of your list of “must reads,” and the new

experiences as a soldier in France during WWI

holdings in our library provide even more

and offer us an opportunity to acknowledge the

possibilities.

observance of Veteran’s Day on November 11.

Finally, we thank Carol Hammer for her

The accompanying photograph of Jim’s uncle adds

photos: her painting of roosters found with Frank

visual interest to the content of the letters.

Troy’s poem and the photographs on both the

Marion Kelly and Bill Stuart recall personal

front and back covers. Also, we are pleased to

experiences of yesterday—from Marion, an

report that the Argiope Aurantia spider featured

unusual job, and from Bill, football and falling in

on the front cover resided briefly on Bishops Lane.

love. Kendall Sydnor’s fictional story takes place at

Harmless to humans, gardeners welcome the

Swinson’s Hand Car Wash and reveals some

presence of this insect-eating spider. In case you

unusual activities that occur at this business.

prefer a common name to its scientific one, you

Poets Annette Loschert and Carol Hammer

can choose from a long list that includes black and

describe our current season—Annette’s poem titled

yellow garden spider, writing spider, zigzag spider,

Autumn and from Carol, December. Frank Troy

zipper spider, and banana spider, to name a few.

invites us to consider the wisdom found in a
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In Observance of Veterans Day
submitted by Jim and Marion Farmer

I

n observance of Veterans’ Day (formerly Armistice Day) on November 11, Jim and Marion
Farmer share excerpts of letters from Jim’s father written while he was in combat in World

War I, September 1918 – November 1918.
Somewhere In France.

possessions on your back. It takes good men—

Letters From Isaac Herbert Farmer (1886-1959)

and strong—to stand it.

1st Lieutenant 317th Infantry Regiment,
80th Division

I’ve been twice on the British Front; now I
am in the American sector in the south. While at
the Front we had it pretty hot. Heavy Shelling.

September 11, 1918

Our casualties were very slight—1 Sgt neck and

Dear Leslie,

legs and 1 officer shell struck. How we got by is

Papa’s cablegram informing me of J. B.’s

a miracle. In a radius of 30 feet of our dugout,

(brother of Leslie and Herbert) death in action

which was only about 12 feet deep and had 2

on July 18th reached me September 3 or 4th. I

entrances facing the Hun guns, I feel certain that

had feared that something had happened to him

300 shells landed in a day and 2 nights. They

as I have not heard from him at all since I’ve

almost got me, but I pulled together and kept

been over. He was over a whole year before

working and visiting. The men got by O.K. Our

they got him; and he must have accounted for a

men repelled an attack of the Hun after a heavy

good number of Huns. It hit me like a shot and

barrage without a single injury—we turned them

grieved me. I so much wanted him to return

to either side of our sector. In the advance I made

home. If it had to be one of us, I had rather

with another company a Hun officer had a

that he should return.

machine gun and he put up the white flag and

While I am on the subject of war, I had been

the party went forward to take him and when in

in the trenches 5 days and made an advance of

suitable range he opened-up. Later he raised the

2000 yards, stood heavy shelling, and on being

white flag again—and when I saw him later, he

relieved walked 12 miles to camp, arriving at

lay dead on his back with the white flag still in

5:30AM; then at 9:00 marched 12 miles to

his hands.

billets and next day marched 12 to 15 to
entrain, then on the train 2 days and 2 nights

In this next letter, September 20, Herbert

without sufficient rest, and upon detraining

describes his arrival at the Argonne Forest

march 24 miles in one day with your

where the Meuse–Argonne offensive, the largest
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and deadliest in American history, will begin on
September 26 and continue until the Armistice
on November 11.
September 20, 1918
My dear Sister,
Last night was a terrible night. We marched
from one woods to another. It has been raining
nearly every day for the last 2 weeks or more.
The roads were terribly muddy. Our Battalion
lost contact with the Battalion in front, and we
were therefore lost. But finally, we arrived at
our new home in the woods about 2 AM and
the ground was very wet and it’s not very

Joshua Barnes Farmer Jr.
Killed in battle at Soisons

comfortable sleeping with nothing on or under

We all have missed him, and his loss is a great

except a raincoat. I am in reserve still, about 10

loss to our family. Perhaps the greatest. He was

miles from the line, in the vicinity of that

a fine boy, and if he could have returned home

famous town which the French have held

without an injury, he no doubt would have

throughout the war—Verdun.

made quite a success of his life, not that his life

The news that J. B. was killed in action

has not been a success, for it has. He gave his

reached me, as I remember, about the 3rd or 4th

life for a great cause—a cause worthy of any

of September by cable from Papa. I sent a cable

man’s life—that in itself is a success. But if he

to Papa the next day from Bar-le-Duc, and I

could have returned before his death, I would

have wanted to write Mama and Papa ever

have been more reconciled to it. And I feel that

since. But I have been so that I didn’t feel able

all of us and especially Mama and Papa would.

to express myself as I wanted to and then we

There is a great deal more that I would like to

have been continually moving, and therefore—I

say, but the words don’t seem to form or

have wished so often and prayed that J. B.

express just what I want you all to feel. It may

would be spared so that he could return home. I

be that I am too uncomfortable in my little tent

wanted him to return so bad that I wish I could

out here in the cold damp woods.

have taken his place, if it had to be one of us.

continued on page 6
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In Observance of Veterans Day
continued from page 5
15th October 1918

of a sudden we were under an extremely heavy

My dear Mother –

shower of machine gun and rifle bullets, in

My Captain had a nervous break-down, or

addition to heavy artillery fire. There I had a

shell shock, and was evacuated to the hospital,

chance for the men to fire at a target. I lost a

and won’t come back, so I’ve been in command

few men by shell fire—none by rifle bullets.

since about the 5th and during the time we

Had a few casualties from bullets, however. I

actually engaged the enemy; the company was

had a rifle shot from my hands. I guess 15 or

under my command. Since we came out, I’ve

20 bullets hit the ground 4 or 5 feet in front of

overheard several remarks made by my men

me. My men say they never saw me so cool, and

that were very gratifying. I only hope I deserve

I felt that way. But I am glad it’s past and I

as much respect and confidence as they appear

hope I won’t have to go up again. It looks now

to have in me.

that hostilities will cease in a very short time

We are now about 20 or 30 miles behind the

since Germany has agreed to accept all of

lines and it’s awfully strange not to hear the big

President Wilson’s terms–and evacuate allied

guns banging away and the Hun shells falling all

territory–and I hope that the evacuation will

about. But the change is a most welcomed one.

soon take place.

Today I stood under a hot shower bath, and it

On the 7th or 8th, a German officer was

was most delightful. All my men had one also. It

taken prisoner. He spoke perfect English. He

had been rainy weather and at times very cold

said, “That it is a h—l of a note to be captured

for the last six weeks and all the time we have

two days before the end of the war and I’ve

spent in the open, sleeping on the ground in the

been fighting during the whole war.”

woods, and in the trenches. We have been out of
the line for two days now and I sincerely hope

The Farmers have no more letters after

that before we are ready to return, hostilities will

October 15. But many years later Jim’s father

cease. Now that I am safe, I wouldn’t take

told him that after this battle, he was the only

anything for my experience in battle.

officer left, along with only 60 men in his

You remember I wrote that the battle (note:

company. They were relieved from combat, and

this would be the Meuse-Argonne Offensive)

he was granted leave time in Paris. There he

started on the 25th and I was under shell fire

contracted the Great Influenza and survived. By

the entire time. I was in the front line only

that time the Armistice was in effect. He always

twice—one time about 2:30PM on October 5. I

said the flu might have saved his life.

went over a small hill with the Company and all
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Autumn Silence
by Annette Loschert
I choose to depart from the noise of the day

Autumn rains have cleansed fall’s musty leaf air

To be idle and attentive to all that surrounds

And the water’s natural flow now rushes downstream

For if we are overwhelmed by a constant din

Soon the landscape will dramatically change

We easily miss silent beauty that abounds

And the remnants of summer will be but a dream

I pledge to welcome all new discoveries

The riotous gardens have now passed away

While seeking solace as I walk through the day

Squirrels have scampered to their winter retreat

To notice what easily is taken for granted

The sweet scent of honeysuckle is all but gone

In a world where nature is always at play

No dragonflies or hummingbirds for me to greet

The rising sun promises a day of warmth

An occasional distraction breaks my meditation

Though the season has slowly shifted to fall

Cackling crows churn the most bothersome sounds

Each day offers a host of new transformations

Driving me a bit crazy with their loud, ceaseless racket

As each change answers nature’s seasonal call

They interrupt the reverie where beauty abounds

My daily walk promises to wake all my senses

Those memories will linger to be savored once more

Setting the stage for a brand new day

Til winter is gone and again spring is in play

The route seldom varies, my path is the same

To open my senses to what silent walks promise

But surprises always greet me along the way

When new discoveries are offered each day

My attention is peaked by the crisp rustling breeze

And now the sun sets in a glorious blaze

As a cluster of leaves gently floats all around

Quietly giving way to evening’s new display

Creating a carpet of orange, red and gold

A constellation of stars decorating an ebony sky

To majestically and wonderfully carpet the ground

The gift of a perfect ending to a perfect day

The sun dramatically breaks through the mist
Teasing out some warmth for a late autumn day
And the crunch of the leaves sets the pace of my walk
Creating familiar rhythm in a sun-drenched display
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Justice Douglas’ Secretary
by Marion Kelly

I

n the summer of 1975, George and I

were firmly settled in our house on

serious stroke. As a result, he was confined to a
wheelchair. His messenger/driver, Harry Datcher,

Greenbrier Street in North Arlington, Virginia. I

drove him to the Supreme Court Building every

had resigned from my job with one of the many

morning for several hours even though Douglas

professional societies located in Washington,

was incapable of performing his duties on the

D.C. and was looking forward to a quiet

Court. He refused to retire, having served for 36

summer sitting at home or sailing the

years, and his staff attempted to preserve and

Chesapeake Bay on our newly acquired sailboat.

protect his legacy.

Then one evening the phone rang. It was

His secretary assured me if I took the job, I

Justice William O. Douglas’ secretary calling to

would not see him. Plus, I would have my own

offer me a job! I don’t know how she knew I

parking place next to Justice Douglas’ spot in

was jobless or how she found me—Washington

the basement of the Supreme Court Building. I

did have a small-town atmosphere in those

could think of a lot of reasons I didn’t want to

days.

accept the temporary position and continued to

At any rate, she was an avid bass fisherman

not commit. I didn’t drive downtown, for one.

and wanted to participate in an upcoming big

She persisted and asked me to think it over and

bass tournament requiring her to find an

phone her the next day.

appropriate person to take her job for two

George was enthusiastic about the possibility.

weeks. I began to tell her that serving as

He had always admired Justice Douglas and

secretary to a Supreme Court justice was way

offered to take me on as many driving dry runs

out of my league and, besides, I was not seeking

as necessary until I felt confident driving to the

employment.

Supreme Court Building. “It will be an

She quickly described the job and why an

EXPERIENCE, Marion.” And, mostly, the

“appropriate” person was important. I guess

parking space offer intrigued him. George was a

she thought I was “appropriate.” What the

big city guy having grown up in New York City.

public did not know was that in December

His career took him to Boston and Washington

1974, while vacationing in the Bahamas with

with him always seeking parking places; and here

his fourth wife, Justice Douglas had suffered a

I was offered my own spot in the United States
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Supreme Court Building. So, he talked me into it.
It turned out the secretary’s description of

EPILOGUE
After I recalled this brief episode in my life, I

the job was on target. My office was a large

became interested in Justice Douglas and bought

room with a desk, typewriter, a telephone that

a biography of him. The following information

never rang and two chairs for any guest I might

is from that source, now available in the

have. Justice Douglas’ office was next door, but

Strickler Library:*

I never saw him. My only real contact was with

Justice Douglas finally retired in November

Datcher, who had been with Justice Douglas for

1975, when newly appointed Justice John Paul

19 years. He stopped by often during the day

Stevens replaced him. Douglas spent his

telling amusing stories.

remaining years in Washington, ill and no longer

Sometimes it felt surreal. One afternoon I

the vibrant mountain hiking, womanizing

had a visit from retired Justice Tom Clark who

individual and aspirant to the United States

was on his way to see Justice Douglas; he sat in

presidency. (He almost made it when he and

one of my two visitor chairs for a small chat. I

Harry Truman vied to be FDR’s third term vice-

can’t remember what we talked about, only that

presidential running mate. Truman was chosen

he was quite charming and spoke with a

and went on to be president.) Justice Douglas

delightful southern accent.

died at age 81 on January 19, 1980, the longest

The two weeks ended. My benefactor,

serving Supreme Court Justice (36 years).

whom I never met, returned from her bass
fishing excursion and sent me a lovely note with
a nice check enclosed. I was back to my lazy
summer, but I had to agree with George; it was
an experience.

* Murphy, Bruce Allen. Wild Bill, The Legend and Life
of William O. Douglas, 2003, Random House.
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The Corps And My Love Life
by William (Bill) Stuart

T

he weekend of October 11, 1958, the

Junior League of Roanoke sponsored

On Friday night we all gathered in the lobby
of the Patrick Henry Hotel in Roanoke. The

the annual Harvest Festival. The central event

League didn’t know how to match the escorts

was the Harvest Bowl on Saturday afternoon

with the princesses, so they put each girl’s name

featuring the VPI vs. UVa football game.

on a card in a silver dish and asked the escorts

The queen of the Harvest Festival was Miss
America, Mary Ann Mobley. How does this
relate to me?
The Junior League decided that Miss

to draw names. I drew Lynn Hume from
Randolph-Macon Woman’s College.
The League held an informal party that
evening for us to socialize. The next day there

America needed a court and invited each of the

was a parade through downtown Roanoke with

women’s colleges in the state to send a

bands and floats followed by our meeting the

representative as a princess. The League then

princesses in the football stadium. After the

asked VPI and UVA to send escorts for the

game there was a dinner dance at a country

queen and her court.

club. All of the escorts danced with Miss

During the 1958-59 school year, I was the
Regimental XO and my ole lady (roommate)
was Don Show, the Regimental Commander.

America, in addition to dancing with several of
the princesses.
After the weekend, Lynn Hume and I

The Commandant told Don Show that he was

corresponded for several weeks and then started

to escort Miss America and to pick six others to

dating. This eventually led to a proposal, and

escort six of the women’s college princesses. Of

we were married in August of 1960. We

course, Don did not have any trouble getting

celebrated our 50th anniversary in 2010.

volunteers. We looked upon this event as a
golden opportunity to meet a girl from every
woman’s college in the state!

By the way, VPI won 22-13.
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Rooster Savants
by Frank Troy
The rooster cries: “Urrr-ur-URR-urr”
And I am set to wondering:
In the earliest Eurasian languages,
Was the combining form “ur”
Borrowed from the rooster?
Ur signifies
Primitive, original, earliest.
An “ur-text” is the earliest
Known manuscript of a text.
The Swiss town of Urdorf
Translates to English as “Old Town”
Or perhaps “First Town.”
A city founded in Mesopotamia
Six thousand plus years ago
Is today named Ur.
Was Bob Dylan making this

When I look at your face,

Rooster connection when he wrote,

I see photons reflected nanoseconds ago,

“When the rooster crows at the break of dawn,

And more nanoseconds are required

Look out your window and I’ll be gone”?

For nerve impulses to travel

The leaving is already assigned to the past.

From my retinas to my visual cortex.

The relationship is already assigned to the past.

As I look at you, what I see is already ur.

Thus spoke Zarathrooster.

You look at me, and the me you see
Is already ur.

But lo: even now is past.
When we look at the sun we see

Some day we shall all be more deeply ur.

Photons released over eight minutes ago.

But as dawn moves across the earth,

The sun we see is ur.

Numerous rooster savants
On six continents will remark
Our situation with, “Urrr-ur-URR-urr.”
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Urban Renewal
Fiction by Kendall Sydnor

I

parked on the shoulder of old
Highway 17 and glanced to the east in

bank served as a pawn shop and the optician’s
office, now a tattoo parlor. The former food

the direction of the bypass constructed about 40

franchise advertised corn on the cob and fried

years ago. It had sucked the through traffic

chicken. A sign indicated that a proposed

from the city. This was a memory trip for me

apartment complex would be renting soon.

from twenty years back when I worked as a

My interest lay only with Swinson’s car wash,

proud young feature writer who had just been

the subject of this story. Now gone, it had stood

given the additional title of Urban Columnist.

near the site engineer’s piece of sacred soil in a

Farther to the east was Chimney Mountain, the

service station building. An entire sub community

permanent monument that assured me my

of mostly former street people had lived there.

memory had brought me to the right place.

Each had his or her own private accommodation

As I sat there, big yellow machines were

with secure door locks, air conditioning, heat and

hard at work. I watched a large scraper pan

radio. You see, each lived in his or own private

peel red clay from a small knoll at one end of

car. They had seemed like a happy, healthy

the construction site and empty the acquired

group, a sort of community for old hippies.

earth at the opposite corner. A sheep’s foot

This story is about these old people who

compactor pulled by a bulldozer was packing

lived in the cars. Some of their names had stuck

the fill site. The site engineer’s tiny piece of

with me over the years: Cecil, who rarely spoke;

original ground near the middle stood above the

tiny little Dottie; Catfish with his huge smile;

excavation. Its stakes and ribbons clearly

Spanner, an excellent mechanic, to name a few.

marked the original elevation of the site, daring

Junior Swinson owned the car wash and

any man or machine to come close enough to

parking lot, and he also served this community

disturb the grading plan.

as landlord, banker, first aid kit, mail man,

Along Highway 17, buildings that had once
been commercial sites now showed signs of neglect
and patch style repairs. Still businesses seeking low

businessman, used car dealer, counselor, and de
facto mayor.
That day, over twenty years ago when I first

overhead occupied some. Boarded windows

found Swinson’s Hand Car Wash, I was cruising

verified the vacancy of others. The former branch

the neighborhood looking for an edge to a story
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about effects of property values and taxes since

chairs had been expertly caned with rubber

the bypass had been constructed. Swinson’s, the

strips cut from old inner tubes and were

largest building on the largest piece of land with

surprisingly comfortable. I began to think I

the largest sign, was easy to spot. The area was

might be on to a good story, and looking up at

clean with a little island in front beside the

Junior I asked him how long he had been in this

highway filled with smooth river stones. A

line of work. That was the right button to push.

whitewashed tire stood guard at each end of the

Clearly settling in for the long run, he started

little island. Clearly a former gas station.

with the building’s business history.

I drove in and stopped by a man whose

Junior told me that his Dad had operated

clean work shirt said “Junior” over one pocket

the largest AMOCO gas station in the city,

and “owner” above the other pocket. I rolled

located on this spot. He went on to say, “I

my car window down to ask him how much a

worked for him all through high school, went to

car wash would cost. Junior responded in a

college and earned a mechanical engineering

business demeanor that seemed a little above his

degree and placed in the top ten percent of my

surroundings, “$20.00 and that includes

class.” He continued to explain that he came

blackening your tires and, by the way, these

home and that his Dad backed him in starting a

guys are good.” He pointed behind him to an

tire business.

open bay. I quickly replied, “Okay; thank you,”
and drove into the wash bay.
As I stepped out of my car and closed the

“Business was great, and we both prospered
for about five years. We watched the bypass
over there being built but didn’t think it would

door, I heard Junior say, “Dottie, please tell

affect us over the long term. Boy, were we

Catfish to bring his tire brush.” That must have

wrong! There was no traffic, and business dried

been some kind of car wash secret code because

up like someone had shut off a spigot. Dad

a gang of four men appeared out of nowhere

worried himself sick over his business, then

and jumped to work on my dirty car. (Not one

turned it over to me; he died soon after that.”

word had been spoken.)
Junior invited me to sit in one of the two
straight chairs just clear of the water spray. Both

After a pause he continued. “One day when
I was feeling sorry for myself an old man in an
continued on page 14
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Urban Renewal
continued from page 13
old Packard stopped right here in front of this

that soon the word about his long-term parking

door. His car had one flat tire and three bald

lot was on the street—that he had a place that

ones. He said he was expecting a check in about

was safe, lighted at night, quiet and with

15 days when he could pay me for four new

congenial neighbors because of his care about

tires. He was a stranger and trying to be nice. I

who got to park there. Amenities included

told him to come back when his check arrived.

restrooms, a small kitchen, a dining area, and a

Looking weary, he told me that he was just

telephone in the building with the wash bay.

plain beat. Said he was tired of wandering and

The parking lot was almost full, and the word

could he please park here until things got

across town where the trees were tall and the

better? “Please?”

grass very green, was we had the best car wash

Junior explained to me that he told the old
man to park around back on what became

in town.
I interrupted him to ask, “How long have

known as skid row. He stayed five years,

you been in this line of work?” He answered by

became a good friend, and when he passed, we

talking about some of the early residents. He

held a small service and scattered his ashes in

spoke about his good numbers, which I took to

what has become the cremains spot with the

mean the operation was financially successful.

smooth rocks by the road. That was the

He had met some families of his community,

beginning of our community.

and they were fine people. As the number of

By now, the crew was over halfway finished

settlers grew, he had introduced a self-governing

with washing my car, but it was clear that

committee of residents who dealt with issues

Junior was nowhere near finishing his history

and shared expenses. Junior said he had created

lesson. I thought to myself I would have to be

a line of work he liked and expected to pursue

careful and not ask any more questions. Besides,

for years to come.

a printable story was beginning to shape up in

Now it was clear to me! I really had

my mind and I wanted to hear all that Junior

discovered a commune for old hippies that had

had to tell. Could this indeed be a hippy

existed right under my nose, and I had never

commune for old hippies?

heard of it. A nice little urban commune.

Continuing with his story, Junior told me

The crew was finishing my car’s wash when
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abruptly, Junior changed subjects. This was

The only personal property tax I have paid on

twenty years ago, but it’s still clear in my

all the cars that are here is my personal car. The

memory.

kitchen won’t pass any inspection and the six-

“Say, mister, I don’t even know your name!
What line of work are you in?”
My reply was direct. “I’m a reporter for the
Globe Democrat here in town.”

thousand-dollar fire suppression hood is just the
beginning of what is needed.” He went on to
explain that the land was not zoned for all the
cars his friends live in.

For long seconds Junior was speechless.

Still upset he continued, “The agency that

Then his ears showed a bright red color. Next

controls surface water runoff will pay me a visit

his entire face turned pink. His hands began to

before the ink dries on your newspaper! I need

shake. He tried to speak but could only stutter.

a water runoff plan just to wash cars. The

Finally, he stood up, looked up at the sky and

police chief and I played on the high school

screamed, “Lord, please have mercy on me.”

football team together. He’s a personal friend,

I stared at Junior from my chair and asked
him what was wrong. It took a long time before
he screamed, “I’ll tell you what’s wrong. Nothing

but if he hears a squeak of bad news, he will
have to shut me down.”
Junior finally paused and looked directly at

here is legal. All of us are flying under the

me to quietly say, “Please don’t print what is

government’s RADAR.”

happening here. You’ll put innocent old people

Junior began to expound, waving his arms

back on the streets where they will be abused

as he quickly walked in a tight circle. “We’re

and homeless without their cars to live in. Take

still zoned for selling gasoline. I haven’t kept

your now clean car, go away—and, by-the-way,

any Environmental Protection Agency records

there is no charge—and please be a

for gasoline or tire disposal for years. I have too

compassionate person to this entire commune of

many residents to get a sanitation plan

old folk.”

approved. I never charged my poor friends any

That was twenty years ago, and the old

taxes, and I’ve never remitted any sales taxes to

hippie commune story is the story that never

the state. I couldn’t get a permit for the scatter

made it to print. Until today.

garden because it is too close to the highway.
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The Chicken Coop
by Natalie DeLeo
I am from warm sunny days
Where going outside is fun,
But no friends to play with
Because of a virus
A dark cloud on a sunny day.
I am from texting my friends,
From near and far,
As we talk about how
The virus has scarred
Us and the world.
I am from going to virtual school every day,
Wishing I was there with my teachers and friends.
I am from wearing a mask everywhere I go,
Because it is meant to protect me,
But whenever I think about it,
It only feels, as if it is a cloth that is silencing me.
I am from eating delicious, healthy, home-cooked meals every day,
Sometimes wishing it was Chick-fil-A.
I am from being confined to my home, in order to be safe,
But ending up a chicken in a cage.
I am from being proud of myself,
As I learn so many new things,
In the first semester of my 6th grade year.
I am from feeling the excitement of knowing that I am growing so much older,
Every single year.
I am from trying to make improvements to myself,
Every day.
From going outside, to staying organized,
I feel that God is leading the way,
For me, to feel free.
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December
by Carol Hammer
The warmth of fall colored days
Gives way to bared trees and winter's chill.
A child anticipates the first snow fall,
Hoping to speed on her sled down the backyard slope.
Fathers split wood and caulk windows to keep their families warm.
Mothers bake cookies and treats for the upcoming holiday
Running ragged to ensure Christmas will be enjoyed by all.
The month runs fast like a train rolling downhill,
Until midnight on the 24th when everyone
Is quiet for a brief moment.
All are asleep awaiting the excitement dawn brings.
Then relatives gather and celebrate their timeless traditions.
December awakens in mankind the need to reflect upon the past
And to dream upon the future as she gives birth to the New Year.
In December, all things seem possible.
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Book Review

American Dirt
by Mary Guthrow

A

merican Dirt is a novel about a

invited the jefe of Los Jardineros to be the

Mexican mother and her 8-year-old

willing subject of an interview for a newspaper

son who are pursued by a murderous drug cartel

story. The chief, Javier, has been a regular

all the way from their home in Acapulco to refuge

customer at Lydia’s bookstore, where they

in El Norte. Published with great fanfare early in

develop a casual friendship by discussing their

2020, the book collected rave reviews from critics

favorite books. Lydia enjoys their conversations

and other novelists and was both a New York

and learns that Javier is married and is devoted

Times bestseller and an Oprah Winfrey Book Club

to his only child, a daughter studying abroad in

selection. But American Dirt soon became a

Spain. When Sebastian’s article is published,

controversial work when other critics complained

Javier has no objection, but then the story

that the author, Jeanine Cummins, was not

reaches Spain and Javier’s daughter, who had

Mexican and had “appropriated” the experiences

known nothing about the cartel. When she

of the desperate people she describes in her

learns the truth about her father, she takes her

account of their dangerous journey to the U.S.

own life, and her devastated parent then orders

border.

the murder of Lydia, her husband, and the

Lydia, the main character, and her son, Luca,

entire extended family. They are all gunned

are not fleeing poverty or trying to join family

down at a backyard quinceanera celebration

members already in the United States, as are many

while Lydia and Luca are inside for a bathroom

of the migrants who become their companions on

break. They are able to hide and survive the

the long journey north. Lydia is a middle-class

massacre, but Lydia knows the assassins will

bookstore owner, happily married to Sebastian, a

continue to look for them and finish their job.

journalist she met when they were college students

The rest of the book follows their

in Mexico City. Luca, their precocious only child,

prolonged escape as they join the company of

is fascinated by maps and geography and has

determined migrants seeking a new life in the

memorized statistics and descriptions for places he

United States. Cummins’ narrative is a real

has never visited.

page-turner, and readers are quickly invested in

Acapulco, a beautiful city on the Pacific
coast, once a popular tourist destination, now
harbors a violent drug cartel, and Sebastian has

the struggles of the mother and son and their
ultimate success in finding sanctuary.
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Strickler Library Notes
Titles Recently Added
Compiled by Martha Wilson
(Selected Titles In No Particular Order)
The Night Watchman. Louise Erdrich (F E66n)
Set in North Dakota of the 1950s, the novel
explores the plight of Native Americans living
in an impoverished reservation community.
The Last Flight: A Novel. Julie Clark (F C593L)
Two women desperate to escape their unhappy
lives meet by chance in an airport and decide to
switch tickets – and identities. When one of the
planes crashes, multiple complications arise.
Daylight. David Baldacci (F B175d) The third in
the Atlee Pine series. Pine continues her search
for the kidnapper of her twin sister. Expect lots
of action and many conspiracies.
Sooley: A Novel. John Grisham (LP F G869s) A
young athlete from South Sudan is recruited to
play basketball at a North Carolina college.
Back home in Africa his family lives in extreme
danger.
Vowed to Justice: The Story of Elliot and Rosel
Schewel. Paula Youra Phd (B S328v) Biography
of well-known Lynchburg residents.
All That Glitters: A Novel. Danielle Steele (F
S813a) Coco Martin and Samuel Stein have
been great friends since grade school days. They
remain close as Coco contends with the tragic
loss of her parents and the frustrations of
unsatisfying relationships.
The Eagle’s Claw: A Novel of the Battle of
Midway. Jeff Shaara (F S524e) Many characters
are historical figures in this fictional recounting
of a significant battle of World War II.

Trace Elements: A Commissario Guido Brunetti
Mystery. Donna Leon (F L579t) Number 29 of
the author’s novels starring the Venetian police
detective. A man has died in a mysterious
motorcycle accident. His job involved testing
water quality.
The Searcher: A Novel. Tana French (F F876s)
Cal, a retired American policeman, has relocated
to a small Irish town, expecting to rehab his
house and live quietly. He soon is drawn into
the search for the missing brother of 13-year-old
Trey.
The Happiness In Between. Grace Greene (LP F
G799h) Fleeing a broken marriage, Sandra
Hurst decamps to rural Cub Creek,Virginia,
where she plans to house sit the old family
home. Will getting back to her roots help her
find the way forward?
Nazi Wives: The Women at the Top of Hitler’s
Germany. James Wyllie (943.086w) What was
life like for the wives of the top commanders in
Nazi Germany? How much did they know?
How enthusiastic were they about Hitler’s
cause? What motivated them?
Zero Fail: The Rise and Fall of the Secret
Service. Carol Leonnig (363.28 L585z)
Originally, the Secret Service was assigned to
research financial crimes. Today its duty is to
protect the president. Leonnig documents many
problems and challenges in its present day
operation.

